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Effects of aligned a-helix peptide dipoles
on experimental electrostatic potentials
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Abstract: Aligned protein a-helix dipoles have been implicated in protein function and structure.
The recent breakthroughs in high-resolution electron microscopy (EM) of macromolecules makes it
possible to explore fundamental aspects of structural biology at the detailed molecular level. The
electrostatic potential (ESP) generated by aligned protein a-helix dipole should be observable in
high-resolution EM maps despite the fact that the effect may be partially screened by induced
electric fields. Here, we show that aligned backbone dipoles in protein a-helices account for
long-range features in the protein ESP functions. Our results are consistent with experimental
EM maps and density functional theory calculations, including direct Fourier summation for proper
calculation of the ESP due to the nonlocal nature of the ESP function from aligned dipoles and
other partial atomic charges.
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Introduction
The electric field of a protein a-helix can be approximated by a continuous line dipole with a dipole density of 3.5 D per 1.5 Å, due to the dipoles of aligned
backbone peptide units.1 The resulting field is equivalent to the electric field generated by a positive charge
at the N-terminus of the helix and a negative charge
at the C-terminus, each of magnitude of about half an
elementary charge unit. Aligned protein a-helix
dipoles have been shown to be important for protein
function and structure. They can modulate pKa of
amino acid residues involved in proton/electron transfer, binding affinities of various cofactors, substrates
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and ions, and stability of folded proteins.2–6 The electric field of aligned a-helix dipoles in a folded soluble
protein is often screened by the counteractive field
induced in the surrounding environment.2,7 These
counteractive electrostatic interactions include: (i)
capping residues such as the preferential presence
of negatively charged residues at the N-terminus of
the helix, and positively charged residues at the Cterminus, (ii) other peptide dipoles within many basic
folding motifs such as antiparallel a-helix motif and
in the basic bab motif, (iii) external counter-ions at
the termini of the helix, and (iv) highly polarized
solvent molecules, to name a few. Nevertheless,
aligned dipoles of protein backbones along transmembrane a–helices could play important structural/
functional roles since the hydrophobic membrane
environment has only limited capability of screening
the overall electrostatic potential (ESP).7
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Recent advances in cryo-electron microscopy
(EM) have enabled experimental determination of
high-resolution ESP maps for a variety of large macromolecules.8 An outstanding question is whether the
EM maps could provide insights on the contributions
from aligned dipoles of protein a-helices. The ESP
maps involve a neutral ‘atomic’ component that distributes within the van der Waals (vdW) radii of
the constituent atoms, and a long-range ‘Coulomb’
component beyond the vdW radii. The Coulomb component makes experimental ESP features for atoms
carrying negative (or positive) partial charges less
(or more) prominent than those of neutral atoms.9–11
Partial atomic charges can be further divided
into residue-specific partial charges,12,13 which are
well documented, and environment-specific partial
charges,14,15 which are still under active investigation. In this paper, we study the ESP map of a short
a-helix found in b-galactosidase (BGal), computed at
the density functional theory (DFT) level and compared to the corresponding experimental ESP map
obtained by EM.16 We focus here on the Coulomb component for the system in an aqueous phase whereas a
similar early study was carried out for much smaller
systems in the solid state.17

Results and Discussion
Gradation in the ESP map of a-helices
The experimental ESP map16 for BGal, reported at
2.2-Å resolution, shows a large-to-small gradation
along the N-to-C direction of the protein backbone for
the a-helix segment comprising residues S519–S525
contoured at 14r to 17r levels (Fig. 1). Although
there are two Lys residues in this helix, neither is at
the C-terminus but rather they are in the middle of
the chain so that they do not offer effective sites for
capping interactions. Furthermore, no counter-ions
seem to bind as capping ions to the helix termini.
Thus, the observed gradation in the ESP map must be
due to the aligned dipoles in the a-helix. The length of
the helix is close to the predicted asymptotic limit for
accumulative aligned helix dipole, 10 Å, beyond
which there should be no further apparent accumulation.1 We note that this helix is relatively short so
that any change in atomic mobility (measured by
motion B-factors) should have a minor effect on the
experimental ESP map.
Two experimental ESP maps have been reported
for T. acidophilum proteasome18,19 at 3.3-Å (EMD5623) and 2.4-Å (EMD-3456) resolution. The maps
show a similar gradation as observed in BGal, although
the proteasome a-helix is longer and comprises residues I76 to K91 in the b-subunit (Fig. 1). This helix is
partially buried and has capping residues, including
E77 at the N-terminus and K91 at the C-terminus that
could cancel part of the electric field generated by the
aligned helix dipoles. It is oriented with its C-terminus
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Figure 1. Experimental ESP maps showing gradation of
ESP functions along the a-helix segment S519–S525 of BGal
[EMD-2984 with Ref. (16)] (stereodiagrams in panels A and B)
contoured at 14.0r (cyan) and 17.0r (red) and an a-helix
from proteasomal b-subunit (panels C and D) [EMD-5623
with Ref. (18) EMD-3456 with Ref. (19)] comprising residues
I76 to K91 (residue P75 is also included, but not labeled)
contoured at 14.0r (cyan) and 15.0r (blue). The presence of
capping E77 residue lowers the ESP values in its immediate
vicinity. For clarity, the ESP features for side chains were
deleted in panel A.

towards the center of the proteasome so that any angular errors during image reconstruction would make the
motion B-factors for the N-terminus residues (i.e., residues away from the center of the proteasome) larger
than those of the C-terminus, and therefore the ESP at
the N-terminus smaller than at the C-terminus. However, the two experimental ESP maps for this proteasomal helix consistently show otherwise that there is a
large-to-small gradation from N-to-C direction in spite
of the presence of the two strong counteractive factors.
This observation indicates that the gradation is likely
due to the intrinsic property of an aligned helix dipole
in this helix. This example extends beyond the predicted accumulative limit of a-helix dipoles mentioned
before.1
It should be emphasized that other helices in
the proteasome or BGal proteins do not exhibit the
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same gradation features mentioned above. Occasionally, an opposite ESP gradation is observed due to specific capping interactions2,7 or due to limited angular
resolution in image reconstruction. Moreover, we note
that the ESP map reported at 3.2-Å resolution for the
photosystem II-light harvesting complex II supercomplex (EMD-6717 and PDB-3JCU) does not yield a unified view of ESP gradation along a-helices, either.20
This is rather unexpected since one might expect
some insights from experimental ESP data into the
ESP basis for the positive-inside rule in the topology
of transmembrane helices.21–23 It remains to be analyzed whether an overly sharpening of the experimental ESP maps could be distorting the ESP function.

DFT-derived ESP and electron
density (ED) maps
ESP and ED functions for a model a-helix, based
on the BGal X-ray crystal structure,16,24 were calculated at the DFT level at 0.27 Å resolution as
described in “Methods”. The model comprises residues
S519–S525 in a continuum model aqueous-phase
environment (e 5 78), which should exhibit more
screening than inside the folded BGal protein
(<e> 5 4) (Figs. 1, 2). Figure 2 shows the side-by-side
comparison of ESP and ED functions at various contour levels, normalized to their respective standard
deviations. Figure 2 also shows, for example, that H
atoms are visible in the ESP function at the  115r
contour level, clearly resolved from their partnering
bonding atoms. In the ED functions (Fig. 2), however,
the H atoms are visible only at  11r, but remain spatially unresolved from the peaks of partnering bonding atoms.
The results shown in Figure 2 are consistent with
known scattering factors of neutral atoms for both
X-ray diffraction and electron imaging. In X-ray crystallography, the optimum resolution for resolving H
atoms is 0.8-Å, with a maximum of the signal-tonoise ratio in experimental ED maps.25 The H signal
decreases with decreasing resolution, due to a loss of
spatial resolution, and also decreases at increasing
resolution due to the rapid loss of H scattering power
relative to non-H atoms. Therefore, crystallographers
often truncate the resolution for revealing the presence of H atoms and their locations.26 We note in the
ESP functions that H peaks are clearly resolved along
covalent bonds but not in the ED functions (i.e., below
the noise level of Fourier series termination) (Supporting Information Figs. S1, S2). The electron loss on
H reduces the ED peaks but increases the ESP peaks
due to a net increase of positive charge.
A Gaussian-smoothening function applied in
reciprocal space to structure factors of Fourier transforms of maps dampens the contributions of highresolution terms of both DFT-derived ESP and ED
maps. With proper correction of motion B-factors for
a given resolution (see “Methods”), the resolution of
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Figure 2. DFT-derived ESP (left) and ED (right) functions for
a stationary helix contoured at 115r (red, top), 110r (blue),
15r (cyan), 12r (salmon), and 11r (green, bottom).

DFT-derived ESP and ED maps can be reduced to
2.0 and 2.5 Å, respectively (Fig. 3). Interestingly, the
ESP map shows no visible feature for the side chain
of W523 at 2.5-Å resolution contoured at 15r level
whereas there are some discontinuous features at
2.0-Å resolution. At either resolution, the side chain
of K521 exhibits strong, continuous features in the
DFT-derived ESP map (Fig. 3). W523 has lower ESP
because it is near the C-terminus of the helix, away
from the two positively charged side-chains of K521
and K522 (Fig. 3). K521 has higher ESP because it
is near the N-terminus of the helix, next to K522.
For comparison, the side chains of K521, K522, and

Long-Range ESP and Dipole Moment

In contrast in the ED function, the residues S519
and S525 have exactly the same features and so
have residues I520 and L524, largely independent of
their local environment [Fig. 4(A)].

Modeling long-range electrostatic interactions
and electron structure factors

Figure 3. DFT-derived ESP (A,C) and ED (B,D) functions are
truncated to 2.0-Å resolution (A,B) and 2.5-Å resolution (C,D)
contoured at 15r (cyan, top), 14r (silver), 13r (yellow),
12r (salmon), and 11r (green, bottom).

W523 exhibit the same level of ED features at 2.0-Å
resolution, independently of their local environments
[Fig. 4(A)].
Figure 4 shows that the overall ESP value gradually decreases from the N-to-C terminus. The first
residue of the helix (i.e., S519) has strong, continuous ESP features, clearly visible at 15r. However,
the last residue (i.e., S525) has virtually no significant ESP feature, nothing in this level [Fig. 4(B)].
Similar effects are observed when comparing I520
near the N-terminus and L524 near the C-terminus
[Fig. 4(B)]. The features in the DFT-derived ESP
function of this helix are largely consistent with
what has been observed in the experimental ESP
map in BGal (Fig. 1).16 It is clear that negative features are observed at the C-terminus of the helix
extending toward the W523 side chain [Fig. 4(C,D)],
as shown by the negative ESP features when the
DFT-derived ESP map is examined at 20.5r or
20.25r (it should be noted that the reliability of any
negative values in the experimental ESP maps
needs further investigation). In the absence of any
negative side-chain atomic charge, the negative ESP
generated by aligned dipole moments should be
cylindrically symmetric along the helical axis. The
two positive charges of K521 and K522 side chains
are responsible for its altered appearance so that
extra negative ESP features generated by the
aligned dipoles extend only towards the W523
side-chain away from the two positive side chains.
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Charges inside the low dielectric environment of a
folded protein can produce long-range effects, in contrast to effectively shielded charges when exposed to
aqueous environment as typically modeled by the
Poisson–Boltzmann equation.27 Therefore, the longrange effects of electrostatic interactions must be
properly modeled because they are always present.4–6 They often play essential roles in biological
systems by altering the distribution of counter-ions,
or polarizable p-conjugated systems, or changing the
pKa values of acids/bases or redox potentials of redox
cofactors.4–6 In the past, the effects of cumulative
dipoles of the protein backbone were not sufficiently
investigated, partially due to the lack of suitable
experimental methods that could directly probe the
ESP function.
Given the distinct nature of X-ray diffraction
and electron scattering processes, significant differences in structure scattering factors should be considered for the interpretation of ED and ESP maps.

Figure 4. Close-up of ED (A) and ESP (B-D) functions at
2.0 Å resolution contoured at 15r (stereodiagrams in A, B),
20.5r (C), and 20.25r (D). An N-to-C dipole of a-helix is
oriented from top to bottom.
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As shown here, long-range interactions due to partial atomic charges inside proteins can clearly
extend throughout an entire helix, far beyond 10 Å
in spite of screening effects, consistent with an early
suggestion.1 Such a range is not covered by conventional fast Fourier transform (FFT) procedures
applied for calculations of structure factors from
models or during model refinement in X-ray crystallography. Typically, atomic ED functions are considered to be highly local with the total electrons of
each atom estimated to be >99% inside the 2.5 Å
Shannon radius of the atom when the atom is either
stationary or has an atomic motion B-factor at sub-Å
resolution. In this case, Nyquist–Shannon theory28,29 is applicable in FFT where the contributions
to the ED function from any atom outside the Shannon radius can completely be ignored. However,
such an omission in the FFT calculation will certainly lead to incorrect ESP results from atomic
models after neglecting the long-range ESP contributions as observed and discussed in this study. In
the FFT procedure, structure factors are calculated
for all reflections at once from Fourier inversion of
an intermediate step of a density map, which is calculated point-by-point for each real space point from
only a few atoms within Shannon radius of that
point. To preserve any long-range ESP feature, we
always apply direct Fourier summation in which
structure factors are calculated one reflection at a
time through summation of all the atoms in atomic
model rather than through an intermediate step of a
map.9–11

Methods
Atomic positions for the a-helix formed by amino
acid residues S519–S525 of BGal were extracted
from the X-ray crystal model 4TTG after rigid-body
translation/rotation into the ESP map.16,24 The positions of H atoms were determined by geometry optimization at the DFT level using the B3LYP/6–
31G(d) functional with an implicit solvent model
(SMD).30,31 Electronic structure calculations were
performed using Gaussian 09.32 ESP maps were
computed following the Merz–Singh–Kollman
scheme on a rectangular grid with a density of 6
points per Bohr radius,33,34 and ED maps were generated using the same grid. We have verified that
the use of a finer grid (12 points/Bohr) does not
affect the results. Application of the atomic spreading function using Gaussian function at reduced
nominal resolution has been carried out using the
CCP4 program for Fourier inversion and Fourier
synthesis afterwards.35 During Fourier synthesis,
uniform atomic B-factors were applied as described
in earlier work (B 5 27.50 Å2 at 2.0-Å resolution,
and B 5 41.25 Å2 at 2.5-Å resolution).9–11 Figures
were prepared with Pymol.36
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